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Abstract. Image colorization refers to computer-aided rendering tech-
nology which transfers colors from a reference color image to grayscale
images or video frames. Deep learning elevated notably in the field of
image colorization in the past years. In this paper, we formulate im-
age colorization methods relying on exemplar colorization and automatic
colorization, respectively. For hybrid colorization, we select appropriate
reference images to colorize the grayscale CT images. The colours of
meat resemble those of human lungs, so the images of fresh pork, lamb,
beef, and even rotten meat are collected as our dataset for model train-
ing. Three sets of training data consisting of meat images are analysed
to extract the pixelar features for colorizing lung CT images by using
an automatic approach. Pertaining to the results, we consider numerous
methods (i.e., loss functions, visual analysis, PSNR, and SSIM) to eval-
uate the proposed deep learning models. Moreover, compared with other
methods of colorizing lung CT images, the results of rendering the images
by using deep learning methods are significantly genuine and promising.
The metrics for measuring image similarity such as SSIM and PSNR
have satisfactory performance, up to 0.55 and 28.0, respectively. Addi-
tionally, the methods may provide novel ideas for rendering grayscale
X-ray images in airports, ferries, and railway stations.
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1 Introduction

Since the end of 2019, the COVID-19 epidemic has thoroughly broken out
across the world, which generates adverse influences beyond the imagination of
public. For example, our ordinary activities are restricted due to the COVID-19
remarkably. Up to date, more than 188 million confirmed cases in the whole
world. All clinical trials reflect that human lungs are fundamentally affected and
damaged by the coronavirus. Computed Tomography (CT) is applied to diagnos-
tic examinations, which was previously called Computed Axial Tomography [5].
Although CT applies X-ray, lung CT images are formed through computer cal-
culations. At present, professional doctors adjust the positions of a window to
enhance the image contrast of CT images, which assists medics to visibly dis-
tinguish complex tissues in the grayscale image to increase the success rate of
diagnosis. Colour CT images positively influence doctors’ efficiency and accuracy
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while observing the CT images to diagnose the diseases. As a fact, it is not only
for doctors to check the status of the inertial organ but also for patients to com-
prehend the exact condition of their bodies without any professional knowledge
by simply inspecting the lung CT images. Thus, lung CT images in grayscale
have not full medical information to present the condition of organs. Therefore,
we expect to colorize the CT images that could show the colours as realistic and
vivid as our human tissues.

A plenty of studies have been summarized that contagious lungs are split
into a total of four stages according to the degree of lung damage through the
given COVID-19 lung CT images: Early stage, progressive stage, peak stage, and
absorption stage [22]. These stages reveal that COVID-19 has various scopes and
extent of influence as the condition of an infected patient becomes worsened.
Normally, the texture of CT images of infected lungs is more complicated than
that of healthy lung CT images [10]. A considerable number of lung CT images
have been uploaded to the Internet. The lung CT images in color were generated
by using different approaches. In this paper, deep neural networks are considered
as the most straightforward method to render the grayscale images of our human
tissues in the computational domain. We believe deep neural networks have the
ability to fulfil the colourizing work. Thus, we think that colorization methods
in the domain of deep learning would be a brave endeavour for colorizing the
lung CT images in grayscale.

The foremost research question of this article is to colorize grayscale lung
CT images with two distinct approaches in the field of colorization from deep
learning. In order to accomplish much reliable performance in these ultimately
generated lung CT images, we propose two essential approaches to generate
colour lung CT images. The initial one is to assemble a diversity of training
datasets to automatically colorize the grayscale lung CT images by using ResNet
model [31]. Simultaneously, another method was proposed to utilize various ref-
erence images to transfer the style and content of colors to the target lung CT
images through VGG-19 network [2]. VGG-19 and ResNet are both implemented
by using Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs or ConvNets). The ultimate con-
sequences are essentially compared via human visual system and measured by
using the metrics from full-reference methods. Pertaining to the target images,
we merely select the lung CT images from two stages of COVID-19 infection in
this paper. Moreover, the lung CT images from healthy people are additionally
collected in our project to obtain the appropriate colorization methods.

The remaining parts of this paper encapsulate literature review in Section 2,
our methods in Section 3 and Section 4, our results Section 5, our conclusion
and future work will be depicted in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

In this paper, we would like to fully review the literature in image coloriza-
tion for lung CT images in grayscale. With a thoughtful review of the previous
work, we notice that there are four approaches to explore the problem of image
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colorization, including scribble-based colorization, exemplar-based colorization,
machine learning and deep learning-based colorization, and hybrid methods of
colorization. Owing to the colorizing lung CT images being involved in multiple
domains, we implement the colorizing methods, namely, CNN-based colorization
method and hybrid colorization methods in our experiments.

2.1 Scribble-Based Image Colorization

Scribble-based image colorization was a time-consuming and expensive task
which normally is implemented through manual operations by using Adobe Pho-
toshop (PS) and other software. Therefore, it is also named as human-labelled
color scribbles. One picture usually demands a multitude of weeks to be col-
orized, for instance, human face processing solely requires up to 20 layers of
pink, green, and blue shades to be recolourised correctly [23].

YUV colour space is proposed which provided the basic knowledge of col-
orization, where Y indicates the monochromatic luminance channel (simply
named as intensity), U and V are defined as the chrominance channels and
encoding the colour, respectively [18]. The contiguous pixels with similar lumi-
nance have a similar colour for generating rare scribble colours and the final
result has obviously high performance [18]. The specific operations are employed
to scribble the colours in an image and colorize the remaining blank space in
an optimization method [37], [26] and [18]. The structural characteristics of
textures have been considered profoundly to implement the highest frequency in
the approach of scribble-based colorization [24] [30] [11] [21] [25] [20] [6].

The scribble-based colorization is the first step to investigate and discover
the methodology in the colorization of grayscale images and videos. However, the
main drawback of these approaches is that the initialization of this colorization
process is performed completely manually. Moreover, for providing good scrib-
bles, labour intensive work and expert skills are extremely needed to colorize
an image with fine-scale compositions. Meanwhile, it also spends extra cost of
computations to obtain high-quality outcomes.

2.2 Exemplar-Based Image Colorization

Exemplar-based image colorization has a rigorous prerequisite to select ref-
erence color images, which were captured from the scenes with the same back-
ground as the grayscale target images. This method is also called as patch-based
colorization. The early method is based on a form of color revision that renders
the target images from a reference image by using a simple statistical analy-
sis [25]. The similar work has been emerged in 2002, where specific procedure
is to transfer merely chromatic information through matching colors and main-
taining the original luminance of the target images [30]. The performance is
heightened by using the coordinating regions of the two images. However, since
this approach has neglected the information of individual pixels, it produced dis-
appointing outcomes. Gradually, more accurate color transfer is accomplished,
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including segmented regions [15] [27] [6] [9] superpixel [12] [9] [19] [4] and image
retrieval methods [9] [19].

A segmented image will be applied to maximize the probability of each pixel
of the entire colorized image for colorizing grayscale images at the global level.
Compared to the methods of automatic color transfer, this approach exhibits
the high performance of spatial consistency. More effective methods have been
discovered in machine learning that will obtain color information from a set
of drawings. The expectation-maximization (EM) and Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) were employed for this rendering. The former is to induce natural con-
nectivity among pixels by enhancing both spatial and color smoothness, the
latter is to distinguish the color statistics in each domain [27]. The perceptually-
alike semantic structures are taken into consideration in the algorithms of color
transfer to utilize neural representations for matching spatial variance and global
coherence [13].

This method of image colorization provides a much spontaneous approach
to minimize the amount of human labor by supplying an extremely similar ref-
erence to the input grayscale images. However, the drawback of this method is
that the performance of the target image extremely relies on the selected refer-
ence images. Moreover, a number of exemplar-based colorization methods have
the assumption that the pixels with similar intensities or within similar regions
should have comparable colors.

2.3 Machine Learning and Deep Learning-Based Image Colorization

Machine learning and deep learning methods have been extensively imple-
mented to render the grayscale images and videos in the past few years. Specifi-
cally, a fully-automatic image colorization method relies on locating the numer-
ous patch and pixels of similar images from a massive reference image, trans-
ferring colours from the matched block to the pixel of the final target image. A
unique outcome is produced for each input [6].

Deep neural networks in image colorization yet are sufficiently explored be-
fore because deep learning is the most advanced method in recent years. The
fundamental manner of deep learning applies CNNs to extract features automat-
ically from the large-scale data and predict the possible colours of target image.
Semantic information and colour histograms of each image spot that these two
intuitive observations are reflected in the design. With the presupposition of an
excellent patch-matching method, extremely large-scale reference data has been
employed for model training, including joint bilateral filtering as a postprocess-
ing step to eliminate artifacts offered by using CNN networks [8]. However, the
noises of patch matching are liable to increase with the size of the applied data
in inconstant training. As the early investigator, Zhang et al. employed CNN
to colorize the grayscale images. They leveraged the deep neural network to at-
test the empirical probability distribution by predicting 313 sets of the gamut,
converted into ‘a’ and ‘b’ channels of the “Lab” colour model [39].

In the domain of image colorization by using deep learning, the models
such as Inception, ResNet, and VGG nets are typically utilized in the exper-
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iments. Zhang et al. leveraged the Inception ResNetv2 network and retrieved
the reference and target images rather than training a feature extraction model
from the inception layer [38]. Throughout training the deep convolutional net-
work model, colour histogram (hue and chroma distributions) of each pixel was
employed for developing a fully automatic colorization method. An intriguing
method was proposed [17], in which an entirely convolutional version of VGG-16
net without any classification layers was applied to create a colour probability
distribution. There are eight blocks which are accumulated in the approach of
linear convolutional stacks. Either two or three convolutional layers followed by
a ReLU activation function and Batch Normalization (BatchNorm) layer incor-
porate one block. Similarly, our method also utilized linear activation functions,
but 10 blocks are combined by using a series of Conv-Leaky-ReLU functions
and a BatchNorm layer to configure the VGG-19 model. Striding is applied to
decrease the size of the image in lieu of pooling. A nonlinear activation function
(Leaky-ReLU activation) has been applied to image colorization [32].

2.4 Hybrid Methods for Image Colorization

The scribble-based image colorization methods are more robust than the
machine learning-based methods. Zhang et al. (2017) proposed to develop a
comparable model which utilizes an intuitive way that applies image retrieval to
automatically accomplish the reference collection [40]. The hybrid of colorizing
model via CNNs and Inception-ResNetv2 was employed by importing the inputs
to the model [3]. The focus of these models is on neural networks by using 20
color images to render grayscale images and attain 30% satisfactory rate after
the process of image colorization.

3 CNN-Based Image Colorization Methods

3.1 Preprocessing

Training Data Quality and quantity are the two ways to measure a dataset.
We collect two sets of images with completely distinct content to explore the
influence of dataset for rendering lung CT images. One of the datasets is not
relevant to human organs, including 2,129 painting images from the Kaggle.
Another dataset seems much suitable for colorizing lung CT images by using
2,100 color meat images, which is possible to obtain genuine outcomes after
colorizing grayscale lung CT images. Additionally, we are curious whether the
amount of the visual data affects the final outcomes. Therefore, we randomly
selected 30 color meat images instead all of them.

Image Preprocessing Two necessary procedures are needed to deal with origi-
nal images (training data) for rendering grayscale one to colour images. Initially,
we convert an RGB image into an Lab image and separate the channels ‘L’,
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‘a’, and ‘b’ from the image to train the model for predicting the values of ‘a’
and ‘b’. Secondly, we convert a RGB image into a LUV image, likewise, sep-
arate the values ‘L’, ‘U’, and ‘V’ from the training images and then configure
the relevant model to obtain the values of ‘U’ and ‘V’. The trichromatic system
remains the most straightforward way in our implementation. However, the com-
putationally intensive RGB pixels are not the ideal selection for colour image
processing. When a series of problems appear, such as the essential association
between channels, perceptual nonlinearity with visual perception, device depen-
dence, chrominance and luminance data mixing. Consequently, we seek CIE-Lab
and CIE-LUV colour spaces that are decent for digital image processing and uni-
form perceptually.

3.2 Architecture

Fig. 1. The architecture of CNN-based method for colorizing lung CT images in
grayscale

The objective of this method is to implement the standard elementary au-
toencoder that carries out rendering lung CT images in grayscale. This full model
is implemented with high-level or complicated methods to solve image coloriza-
tion problem by employing TensorFlow [14]. The structure of our CNN-based
image colorization model is presented in Figure 1. The network linearly stacks
convolutional layers by forming eight blocks, each block comprises either two or
three convolutional layers followed by using a Leaky-ReLU layer and terminating
in a Batch Normalization layer. Moreover, we apply upsampling to enlarge the
number of feature maps in lieu of max pooling during the operations. The black
and white layer signifies our input information; meanwhile, these two colours be-
long to the output layers. With the correlation between the grayscale images and
the colourful training images, we decrease the size of the images to extract the
features. For example, when we apply a 3× 3 filter to per image in the dataset
and combine the innovative pixels with the simplistic filters, the complicated
patterns are able to be detected, such as a semicircle, a small point, a curve line,
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even a tiny straight line. Frequently, the model extracts the identical pixel from
the images and then generates 128 unique purified images.

Generally, a neural network (filter or model) constitutes a link between
inputs and output. The inputs refer to the lung CT grayscale images, the output
indicates the numbers of filters and two-colour channels (‘a’ and ‘b’ in Lab colour
model). The ultimate lung CT image is generated by combining these two filters.
The original input lung CT images are adjusted to the size 224× 224. The deep
neural network inputs a grayscale image and predicts “ab” pairs of the gamut,
reveals the empirical probability distribution, which is transformed to ‘a’ and
‘b’ channels of the Lab colour space. Eventually, it is upsampled to the original
image size. Meanwhile, appending the lightness channel ‘L’ generates the lung
CT images.

4 Hybrid Image Colorization Methods

4.1 Architecture

Fig. 2. The iterative procedure of colour transfer from the reference image to the target
image

In the method of hybrid colorization, the reference images are all collected by
ourselves, we acquired images of fresh pork, lamb, steak from our supermarkets.
Due to COVID-19 lung CT images in our project, considered the infected lungs,
the meat we bought and took home without any processing to store for obtaining
the rotten meat. Regarding the deep neural networks, the VGG net is taken the
priority in this method. We eventually implemented the VGG-19 network to
configure our colorization model. The VGG-19 works on convolutional networks
to decompose reference images, which extracts associated styles and content
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for colorizing the grayscale CT images. Although the VGG-19 network has the
functionality and principle as same as the VGG-16 network, the VGG-19 net
demands more space to deal with images due to more convolutional layers and
pooling layers. The activation function efficiently connects the input layer and
the output layer [1].

With the hierarchy structure of deep neural networks, the input image is
converted into a sequence that can be understood by computers. If the model
is trained for object colorization, the target lung CT images are generated by
transferring the object information gradually. The image is reconstructed by
using feature maps so that the input image is visualized in each layer of the
neural network. In Figure 2, an input image is accepted to represent a set of
filtered images at each stage of the neural network. The reconstruction is to
restore the input image by simply comprehending the responses of each layer of
the network so as to visualize the information of multiple stages in the model. In
contrast, the reconstruction from lower layers will merely imitate the exact pixels
of the original image. In order to obtain a representation of the input image, we
apply a feature space initially designed to capture textural information, which
is produced based on the filter response of each layer of the neural network. It
consists of correlations between various responses within the spatial domain of
the feature map. The image merely reflects its textural information rather than
the global information. In Figure 2, we use larger squares to present the styles.

In total, five basic blocks of convolutions are adopted in the model. In the
first step, the input image is trained by applying VGG-19 to achieve the infor-
mation of reference image for rendering the target image. The input image has
the textural information and takes use of the filter responses of each layer net-
work. We minimize the mean squared error of the the Gram matrices between
the input image and the output image so as to obtain the final consequences.
Specifically, the two sets of convolutional layers with 3 × 3 filters and 64 filters
are adopted in the model. The height and width of images are 400 and 585,
respectively, which terminates with the size 400×585×64. Moreover, the convo-
lutional kernel 64×2 indicates that the second convolutional layer with 64 filters.
The filters are operated continuously with the kernel 3 × 3 with a stride of 1.
A pooling layer that determines a volume will be diminished, the height and
width of layers are spilled equally. The Gram matrix is adopted to measure the
inconsistency of the target image and the reference image. Eventually, the style
is transmitted and the ultimate images are generated by selecting the smallest
variation in the background of the input image.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Colorizing Lung CT Images Using CNN-Based Method

In comparison to the lung CT images colorized by using three datasts, the
CT images were rendered by using the painting works and 30 meat images, which
has strong contrast to the dataset consisting of 2,100 meat images as shown in
Table 1. The original RGB color images are decomposed into the three channels:
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Table 1. The final results of the CNN-based method

Red, green and blue. Although the colors of the images seem merely to combine
black and white colors together, three methods were applied to generate this
kind of grayscale.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the proportion of RGB colors in the outcome
images from the painting works and 30 meat images, respectively. From visual
analysis, we believe that a training dataset performs more accurately than a
small amount of data. In addition, compared to the two collections of images
with paintings and meat images, the results by using these two sets exhibit the
corresponding advantages. In the experiment by using the training set of painting
works, we show the rendered lung CT images. By using other meat images, we
discovered the differences between healthy lung CT images and infected lung CT
images.

5.2 Colorizing lung CT Images Using Hybrid Methods

Steak images as the reference The results in each iteration of lung CT
images (COVID-19 lung and healthy lung) with steak images as the reference
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Fig. 3. The final colorizing lung CT images with the painting dataset

Fig. 4. The final colorizing lung CT images with the meat dataset

image is illustrated in Table 5. Apparently, the colours of generated images are
gradually intensifying as the number of iterations increases. It shows that lung
CT images are progressively being rendered owing to the deep neural networks.
From the visual evaluation of experimental results, the colour deviation to the
most standard red is the closest one to the colour of human organ. The original
white part in the CT grayscale images has been replaced by using red color.
Moreover, red is a frequently superimposed colour in the black part of grayscale
lung CT images. On the whole, the lung CT images after colorization are ex-
traordinarily colorful.

Lamb images as the reference According to the reference image colour,
the lamb colours are more moderate than the colour of steak images in Table 6.
Therefore, the coloured lung CT images generated by using lamb as a reference
image are more balance than the steak image. Visually, the fat part of lamb is
extended (white part), the generated target image is more accurate than the
reference images.

Pork images as the reference The reference colours of pork images are
essentially pinkish, the ultimately generated images are also approximately pink
in Table 7. From the results of lung CT images colorizing, we realize that pink
is an evenly bloomed colour in the reference image. Because there is no gradual
colours, the details of the lung CT images are possible not to perform as robust
as other reference images.

Rotten meat images as the reference For decaying meat images as a
reference to colorize the infected lung CT images, we observe that the colours of
the entire lung images have attained the superior result in Table 8. The colours of
rotten flesh are composed of brown and red. Consequently, the infected lung CT
images are evenly colourized by these two colours. It confirms that our proposed
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Fig. 5. The results with hybrid method and steak images as the reference ones

Fig. 6. The hybrid method by using lamb images as the reference ones

model adequately transfers the colour components of the reference images to the
target images effectively.

It is challenging to differentiate visual observations which one of these ref-
erence images presents a dependable outcome. We discerned that the fat part of
lamb images forms a particular advantage compared to others as the reference.
We noticed the infected lung images that the rotten meat images as the reference
also produced a remarkable outcome. The model is fully employed to render the
entire lung CT images. Meanwhile, it also demonstrates that the supposition of
this model is remarkably effective.

5.3 Evaluation Methods

The quality of CT images depends on four fundamental factors: Image
contrast, spatial resolution, image noises and artefacts [28]. PSNR (i.e., peak
signal-to-noise ratio) is customarily employed to estimate and compare the qual-
ity between the reconstructed image and the original image. The evaluation of
structural SIMilarity (SSIM) metric consolidates the original contrast of images,
luminance, and structure as a unique local property score. Moreover, PSNR [16]
and Structural SIMilarity(SSIM) [7] are employed in the action of evaluation in
this paper, which has frequently been applied to estimate the quality of colorizing
images by using deep neural networks.

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) PSNR is normally employed to es-
timate the quality of a compressed image compared with the original image,
which is defined by Mean Squared Error (MSE).

PSNR = 10 · log10(
MAX2

R

MSE
) = 20 · log20(

MAXR√
MSE

) (1)

where the smaller MSE, the higher PSNR, the smaller of distortion. This trend
means that the generated image has the better quality.
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Fig. 7. The hybrid method by using images of pork as reference one

Fig. 8. The hybrid method by using images of rotting meat as reference ones

SIMilarity (SSIM) The basic principle is that natural images are highly
structured, the adjacent pixels have a strong correlation, this correlation ex-
presses the structural information of visual objects [41]. The range of SSIM is
0 to 1. The larger the SSIM value, the higher the image quality. We define two
images as x and y, one is our reference picture, the other is the image obtained
after rendering. Based on three comparative measures between samples (x) and
(y): Luminance(l), contrast(c), and structure(s), we calculate the similarity as,

SSIM(x,y) = [l(x,y)]α[c(x,y)]β [s(x,y)]γ (2)

Fig. 9. The comparisons of PSNR and SSIM in the colorized COVID-19 lung CT
images

In order to discover the most suitable method to colorize the COVID-19 lung
CT image and healthy lung CT images, respectively, we deploy the colorizing
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consequences after applying the reference images, training datasets, and target
images (COVID-19 infected lung images and healthy lung images, respectively),
corresponding to PSNR and SSIM in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

The infected lung CT images are used as the target image to produce the
colorizing images in Figure 9. The average PSNR of the hybrid methods is ap-
proximately 28.0, while the CNN-based method is nearly 21.0 in PSNR.

Fig. 10. The comparisons of PSNR and SSIM in the healthy lung CT images

Similarly, in general, the healthy lung CT images are employed as the target
image for colorization in Figure 10. The colour lung CT images are formed
by using the hybrid colorization approach that are more high quality than the
automatic colorization model (CNN-based method). The average value of SSIM
in the method of utilizing reference images closes to 0.55. The CNN-based model
is designed to apply the meat data composed of 30 images in the CNN-based
methods, the SSIM values show that meat data (30 pictures) is more significant
than other datasets. The PSNR values reveal the hybrid method via the reference
images to generate more trustworthy than the CNN-based method that utilizes
the training datasets to train the model.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Two separated deep networks are applied to our experiments. One is essen-
tially to figure out a fully automatic colorization model based on ResNet network
and train three sets of distinctive data to obtain the corresponding outcomes. In
order to discover the correlation between the images in the training datasets and
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the objective lung CT images, we implemented to reduce the size of the images.
The operation is also named as feature extractions and then colorized the corre-
sponding pixels in the target lung CT images. Eventually, it is discovered that
the consequence of the images generated by using the image data is the most
trustworthy. It also demonstrates that the quantity of the data have not direct
influence on the finally generated images. Moreover, it witnesses that even fewer
data also attains the outcomes after the entire training procedure. Deep neural
networks are literately more magnificent than other machine learning methods.

In the second approach, we utilized VGG-19 to construct a deep neural
network model so as to extract the content of the reference images and then
transfer both features to the target grayscale lung CT images. In order to gain
the input reference images, we designed a feature space in accordance with the
filter response of each layer of the VGG-19 network to capture textural informa-
tion. It consists of the correspondence among various filter responses within the
spatial domain of the feature map. We find that lamb images as the reference
have more beneficial than the rest of meat images because of a few modifications
in the original image. Furthermore, the reference image is directly related to the
generated lung CT images. Eventually, through comparing these two methods,
we discovered that the hybrid method gains more favourable outcomes than the
fully automatic method either from a human visual system or scientific compu-
tations (PSNR and SSIM).

Overall, the hybrid method with the reference images generated more re-
alistic outcomes compared to other two approaches because the colours of the
colorized lung CT images resemble the original human lung colour. Furthermore,
from the results of PSNR and SSIM, there are not obvious variations compared
to the original images. Naturally, human visual system conforms to our results
as the necessary reference.

In future experiments, regarding the configuration of the model, we would
like to propose deep neural networks as the training models for colorizing grayscale
lung CT images. Meanwhile, we will increase the training samples for various
models in terms of quantity and quantity. [29, 33–36].
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